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We propose new searches for n0, a dark baryon that can mix with the Standard Model neutron. We show
that IsoDAR, a proposal to place an intense cyclotron near a large-volume neutrino detector deep
underground, can look for n → n0 → n transitions with much lower backgrounds than surface experiments.
This opportune neutron-shining-through-a-wall search would be possible without any modifications to the
primary goals of the experiment and would provide the strongest laboratory constraints on the n − n0

mixing for a wide range of mass splitting. We also consider dark neutrons as dark matter and show that their
nuclear absorption at deep-underground detectors such as SNO and Borexino places some of the strongest
limits in parameter space. Finally, we describe other n0 signatures, such as neutrons shining through walls at
spallation sources, reactors, and the disappearance of ultracold neutrons.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The existence of new baryons in a hidden sector has been
a topic of great theoretical and phenomenological interest.
One particularly interesting possibility is that of a dark
neutron n0, a new fundamental or composite dark particle
that mixes with the Standard Model (SM) neutron. In
addition to appearing in mirror sectors or brane world
theories, n0 is interesting on its own due to the potential
impact on a number of observables. In cosmology and
astrophysics, dark neutrons have been invoked to explain
dark matter [1–4], the baryon asymmetry of the Universe
[1,5–9], and help realize asymmetric inflation [10,11].
They were also shown to modify the physics of cosmic
rays, the cosmic microwave background, big bang nucleo-
synthesis, and neutron stars (NSs) [12–16]. In the labo-
ratory, dark neutrons can appear in a variety of exotic

particle physics processes [12,17–23]. Among these are
hydrogen decays, linked to an excess in XENON1T [20,24]
(now superseded by XENONnT data [25]) and n − n0
transitions that can explain the discrepancy between bottle
[26–33] and beam [34–36] measurements of the neutron
lifetime. This disagreement has been the subject of several
new physics proposals. One such class adds new exotic
decay channels for the neutron [37–40]; however, these
come at the cost of adding tension with recent data on the
axial coupling gA [41,42]. Other proposals involve exotic
n − n0 transitions in the cold neutron beams [43].
Motivated by the above, this paper explores the phe-

nomenology of the dark neutrons n0 in a general context.
All that is assumed about n0 is that it is a neutral state
carrying unit baryon number that mixes with the SM
neutron with an arbitrary mixing amplitude ϵnn0 . The
low-energy two-state Hamiltonian of the n − n0 system is

H ¼
�
mn þ ΔE ϵnn0

ϵnn0 mn þ δm

�
; ð1Þ

where mn is the neutron mass and ΔE is the energy
contributed to the neutron by some matter-induced poten-
tial. The parameter δm≡mn0 −mn is the in-vacuum n − n0
mass splitting that persists in the limit ΔE; ϵnn0 → 0.
Facilities with ultracold neutrons (UCNs) [44–48] and
cold neutron beams [49] have looked for n → n0 transitions
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between n and n0, with rates determined by the parameters
in Eq. (1).
We propose exploring a complementary neutron-shining-

through-a-wall signature at an accelerator setup located
underground. Motivated by recent experimental activity in
this area, we consider IsoDAR [50,51], a proposal for a high-
intensity cyclotron to be placed near a large volume detector
underground, currently being considered for operation at
Yemilab in Korea. The IsoDAR setup would emerge as the
most sensitive laboratory probe of dark neutrons to date,
partly due to the copious number of neutrons produced by the
accelerator, but mainly due to its underground location,
where atmospheric backgrounds are minimal. IsoDAR
would provide a marked improvement over the strongest
laboratory constraints set by STEREO [52], cold neutron
beams [49], and by UCNs at the nEDM experiment [48], all
of which constitute surface experiments.
In recasting the UCN nEDM, we discuss how to interpret

n − n0 oscillation searches in terms of the more general
model above, providing complementary coverage in a
wider parameter space. We encourage collaborations to
go beyond the assumption of a mirror symmetry lifted only
by the magnetic or mirror magnetic field, and quote results
in terms of the more general model in Eq. (1) (see Sec. II B
for details).
For some parameters, the dark neutron is stable on

cosmological timescales and could be the dark matter of
the Universe, an attractive scenario wherein baryon number
ensures the stability of both normal and darkmatter [1–4,15].
We place strong limits on this scenario by using themeasured
absorption rate of single neutrons at the underground large-
volume neutrino detectors SNO and Borexino. These limits
further complement the probes mentioned above. All in all,
our strategies probe new regions of parameter space not
previously constrained by UCN searches and astrophysics.
This paper is laid out as follows. In Sec. II, we describe

our signals for both neutron-shining-through-a-wall setups
and the absorption of dark neutron dark matter, and
estimate constraints and future sensitivities. In Sec. III
we discuss alternative probes of dark neutrons that may also
be of interest and sketch their sensitivities. We then
conclude and discuss our findings in Sec. IV.

II. SIGNALS AND CONSTRAINTS

In this section, we investigate neutron-shining-through-
a-wall (n → n0 → n) probes and derive limits on n0 as dark
matter from neutron absorption signals, n0 → n. The
resulting limits and sensitivities derived in our study are
displayed in Fig. 2. We compare them with existing limits
from NS overheating (red region) derived in Ref. [53],
applicable for δm up to Oð10Þ MeV as set by the NS
nuclear potential. The gray dot-dashed line shows the upper
bound on ϵnn0 derived by Goldman et al. [54] from the
change in the rotation speed of NSs induced by the
production of n0 in their cores. Also shown are limits from

searches for n → n0 oscillations at the Paul Scherrer
Institute (PSI) UCN facility [48] (magenta region) which
we describe later.
We now describe the signatures in more detail. We start

with the neutron-shining-through-a-wall rate. The net
probability of n → n0 conversion after time t [55,56] is

Pnn0 ðtÞ ¼
t
tf
sin22θsin2

" ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðδm − ΔEÞ2 þ 4ϵ2nn0

q
tf

2

#
; ð2Þ

where the in-medium mixing angle is given by tan 2θ ¼
2ϵnn0=ðδm − ΔEÞ and tf is the time of flight between
collisions with the target material. Note that the above
expression is only valid when the neutron survives in the
experiment for times longer than tf. In the case of vacuum,
this requires tf < τn. In matter, this condition is more
stringent and requires tf to be smaller than the average
absorption time, which can be much smaller than τn. In
setting our limits, we assume that both conditions are
satisfied. While neutrons are not efficiently absorbed in
some materials, we note both conditions above are satisfied
in the experimental setups considered here. In addition, it
neglects any phase-space suppression due to the mass
difference of n and n0. We study this issue in detail in
the Appendix.
The prefactor of t=tf can be intuitively interpreted as the

number of collisions Ncoll, which gets multiplied by the
oscillation probability to give the net conversion proba-
bility. The number of collisions can be estimated as
Ncoll ¼ Σel=Σabs, where Σel ðabsÞ is the column density of
the material for elastic scattering (absorption). Therefore,
the conversion probability is maximized for materials with
low absorption cross section, such as heavy water D2O.
The effective splitting ΔE could receive contributions

from multiple sources:

ΔE ¼ μn · Bþ VF þ � � � ; ð3Þ

where the first term is the Zeeman splitting induced by an
external magnetic field, with jμnj ¼ 1.91e=ð2mpÞ, and the
second term is the Fermi pseudopotential from neutron
forward scattering in matter. The latter is given by

VF ¼
X
i

2π

mn
nifscat;i; ð4Þ

where ni is the number density of nuclide i in the scattering
target material, and fscat is the neutron scattering length for
a given target [57].
We now discuss the calculation of the signal rate for

neutrons shining through a wall. At a distance d away from
a neutron point source, the flux of dark neutrons can be
estimated as
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Φn0 ¼ Pnn0
Rn

4πd2
; ð5Þ

where Rn is the neutron production rate and the n → n0
conversion probability is given in Eq. (2). The rate of
detection of regenerated neutrons is then given by

Γdet
n0→n ¼

X
i

Niθ
2
detðσeli εel þ σabsi εabsÞΦn0 ; ð6Þ

where i ¼ fC;Hg labels the target nuclide, Ni is the
number of target nuclides in the detector, and θdet is the
mixing angle inside the detector material. The neutron
cross section and efficiency of detection are denoted by σ
and ε, respectively. In brackets we have two terms, the first
corresponding to the conversion of n0 → n in an elastic
scattering process followed by the capture of n, and the
second corresponding to the conversion of n0 → n in the
capture process. The first term often dominates since
σel ≫ σabs, unless the liquid scintillator (LS) is doped with
Gd, whose capture cross section can be large enough to
compensate for the typical 0.1% concentration.
Throughout this work, we use

σelH ¼ 82 b; σel7Li ¼ 1.4 b;

σel9Be ¼ 7.6 b; σel12C ¼ 5.6 b; ð7Þ

for thermal-neutron elastic scattering and

σabs12CðEγ ¼ 4.95 MeVÞ ¼ 3.5 × 10−3 b;

σabsH ðEγ ¼ 2.22 MeVÞ ¼ 3.3 × 10−1 b;

σabs155Gd
ðEγ ¼ 8.54 MeVÞ ¼ 6.1 × 104 b;

σabs157Gd
ðEγ ¼ 7.94 MeVÞ ¼ 2.5 × 105 b;

σabs7Li ¼ 4.5 × 10−2 b; σabs9Be ¼ 7.6 × 10−3 b; ð8Þ

for thermal-neutron capture cross section [58]. For sim-
plicity, we assume that the efficiency of detection in elastic
and absorption conversions is the same, though the former
is expected to be slightly lower due to the possibility of
losing the converted neutron. In practice we set εel ¼ εabs ¼
0.3 [52]. We also assume that NC ¼ NH, as is the case for
benzene and mineral oil.

A. Neutrons shining through a wall at IsoDAR

IsoDAR is a proposal to place a high-power cyclotron near
a large-volume neutrino detector [59]. The proton beam
creates neutrons in large numbers, which in turn create 8Li,
that finally decay at rest to electron antineutrinos. This source
can be used for a high-precision and high-intensity program
for neutrino physics, including ν̄e disappearance searches as
a test of light sterile neutrinos [60,61] as well as electroweak
precision measurements [62]. While the cyclotron concept

has been extensively studied [63,64], the detector choice and
siting options are to be determined. Previous proposals
considered placing IsoDAR near the KamLAND detector
[65,66] as well as pairing it with water-based liquid scintil-
lator detectors such as THEIA [67]. Recently, however, the
possibility of siting IsoDAR at the Yemilab underground
laboratories in South Korea has been under active consid-
eration [50,51]. Motivated by this renewed interest, we
consider the sensitivity of IsoDAR@Yemilab to dark neu-
trons. When appropriate, we also rescale our estimates for
IsoDAR@KamLAND, noting that both locations benefit
from a low rate of cosmogenic backgrounds.
The neutron fluence at IsoDAR is smaller than that of

modern neutron spallation facilities and nuclear reactors by
factors of Oð10Þ and Oð100Þ, respectively. Nevertheless, it
provides an advantageous setup, given that it is located
underground. The large overburden provided by the deep
location of the proposed IsoDAR sites suppresses the rate
of cosmogenic neutrons to negligible levels as compared to
surface experiments. In addition, IsoDAR’s proximity to a
kt-scale detector maximizes its sensitivity to new rare
phenomena and allows for greater fiducialization to shield
external backgrounds. Neutrons from the source can also be
efficiently shielded with a few meters of material.
We now turn to the experimental details. The IsoDAR

cyclotron delivers a 10 mA current of 60 MeV protons on a
9Be target, corresponding to 6.25 × 1016 protons per second
[66]. The neutron production efficiency is approximately
10% yielding an intense source of Rn ≃ 6.25 × 1015 neu-
trons/second. In the current design [50], the beam target is
surrounded by a sleeve with 30% to 70% mass ratio of high-
purity 7Li and 9Be, respectively, which upon absorbing
neutrons, produces 8Li in large numbers. The 8Li isotopes
subsequently undergo beta decay at rest to produce electron
antineutrinos ν̄e with an end point energy of Eν ∼ 15 MeV.
The sleeve is designed to maximize the number of

neutrons by reducing absorption on 6Li impurities and
increasing the production of secondary neutrons [63].
Fortuitously, this also serves to maximize the rate of n0
production; see Fig. 1 for a schematic of our setup. In Eq. (2)
we replace t=tf → Ncoll, and approximate the number of
collisions as Ncoll ¼ ðΣel=ΣabsÞLi−Be ≈ 300. We note, how-
ever, that in a full experimental analysis, it would also be
important to include the finite size of the sleeve and the
collisions of neutrons in the shielding that surrounds it.
For the detector, we assume a 2.5 kt liquid-scintillator

(LS) detector with a fiducial mass of 1.16 kt, with its center
situated 17 m away from the target [51]. For the LS,
neutrons can be captured on H, emitting 2.2 MeV gammas,
as well as on C, emitting 4.95 MeV gammas. The former is
fH=fC × σnH=σnC ≃ 94 times more common, where fi is
the fraction of H and C in the scintillator, which we assume
to be the same. Nevertheless backgrounds for the latter are
expected to be much smaller. We also note that a water-
based liquid scintillator (WbLS) detector [68,69] is under
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consideration at Yemilab [70]. This may present a more
challenging situation for a single neutron measurement due
to the larger energy resolution and smaller C concentration.
In all cases, in particular, for a WbLS detector, addition

of Gd to the detector volume would be greatly advanta-
geous. Capture on Gd would dominate over that of
hydrogen or carbon, and produce 7.9 and 8.54 MeV
photons that are much harder to mistake for environmental
backgrounds. In fact, for a typical 0.1% Gd concentration,
the ratio between capture on Gd and H is approximately

X
i¼155;157

0.1% × NGd−iσ
abs
Gd−i ≃ NHσ

abs
H : ð9Þ

We exploit this correspondence below.

1. Backgrounds

We now discuss potential backgrounds to a search
for reappearing neutrons inside the Yemilab detector. A
background study for single-hit ν̄ee− → ν̄ee− events at
IsoDAR@Yemilab was performed in Ref. [51] under the
assumption of a LS detector. In contrast to neutrino-electron
scattering, our neutrons-shining-through-a-wall signature
consists of a single monoenergetic photon from neutron
capture, narrowing the energy region of interest. In addition,
if the Yemilab detector technology allows for angular
reconstruction (see, for example, progress in angular
reconstruction in LS recently reported by Borexino
[71,72], as well as studies for WbLS in Ref. [69]), solar
and beam-related neutrino-electron scattering backgrounds
could be further reduced since the neutron capture emits
gammas isotropically.
a. Neutrino-induced backgrounds.—The first back-

ground to consider comes from misidentified inverse beta

decay (IBD) events. When the positron or the neutron is
undetected, IBD can fake a single-hit event. Reference [51]
finds that over five years about 0.25% of the 1.67 × 106

IBD events at IsoDAR@Yemilab would appear as a single
hit. This estimate considers only the detection of a single
positron with a missing neutron. In the energy range of
interest for capture on H, it is negligible, while for capture
on 12C, it constitutes a total of 2.8 events. We note,
however, that the alternative case of IBD events with a
missing positron and a single neutron could also present a
potentially more serious background to our search. If the
scattering takes place inside the active or veto volume of the
detector, it could be efficiently identified due to the two
511 keV photons from the positron annihilation inside the
detector. However, if the positron is produced in a blind
region, the neutron can leak inside the fiducial volume and
mimic our signal. An evaluation of this background is left
to future work in the hope that it be carried out with more
sophisticated simulations. In case the rates are large, one
should consider smaller fiducial volumes.
In addition to IBD, neutral-current (NC) neutrino-

nucleus interactions can also produce a single neutron
inside the detector. For 12C, the neutrino energy threshold
for such a process is Eν > 18.7 MeV, which is larger than
the energies of both 8Li and solar 8B decays. However,
νþ 13C → νþ 12Cðg:s:Þ has a lower threshold of Eν >
4.95 MeV [73–76]. This process is expected to take place
in the Yemilab LS, albeit at a small rate due to the natural
abundance of 13C of ∼1%. Using the cross section in
Ref. [76], we calculate the ratio between the IBD and
ν̄e-induced single-neutron-knockout NC interactions to be
6.7 × 10−6. For the 2.26 kt fiducial volume of the IBD
analysis, Ref. [51] quotes 1.67 × 106 IBD events in five
years of running, which corresponds to 5.7 free neutrons in
the 1.16 kt fiducial volume of the single-hit analysis. An
additional 2.6 free neutrons are expected from 8B solar
neutrinos. Similar processes also produce the excited state
12Cð2þÞ, but at a lower rate and effectively tagged due to
the presence of Eγ ∼ 4.44 MeV deexcitation photons.
Finally, the LS may also contain some concentration of
2H, which has a much lower threshold for NC dissociation.
Taking, for example, the concentration reported by
KamLAND [77], 10−4, and the neutrino-deuteron cross
section from Ref. [78], we find a total of 12 and 3.1 events
in five years from 8Li antineutrinos and 8B neutrinos,
respectively. Although an irreducible background, the total
23 NC interactions are subdominant with respect to
environmental backgrounds discussed below and are
unlikely to produce signals of neutron capture on C.
While a signal in Ref. [51], ν̄e − e interactions represent

a background for us. This component has a shape that is
well known and a normalization that would be constrained
by in situ measurements. Using a Gaussian energy reso-
lution of 6.4%=

ffiffiffiffi
E

p
, we find a total of 16 events within two

Be target
Li-Be sleeve

Shielding

IsoDAR

Yemilab detector

FIG. 1. The neutron-shining-through-a-wall signature at Iso-
DAR and the detection processes in the Yemilab liquid-scintilla-
tor detector [50,51]. In the figure, we show the 7Li − 9Be-enriched
sleeve enveloping the 9Be target. The sleeve is designed to
increase the number of neutrons produced as well as their lifetime
inside the sleeve [63], therefore also maximizing the number of
n → n0 conversions. On the right we show two detection
possibilities: neutron capture on H or C. Capture on Gd can
also be considered, producing ∼8 MeV photons.
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standard deviations of the C capture energy, 4.95 MeV. For
capture on H, we find 63 events.
b. Environmental sources.—Another source of back-

grounds comes from radioactivity, spontaneous fission, and
spallation in and around the detector. Most backgrounds are
smoothly distributed in visible energy and therefore can
be constrained outside the peak energy for neutron capture
on H, C, or Gd. From Fig. 5 of Ref. [51], we can directly
read off the backgrounds to a single-hit n capture on carbon
to be 16 events in five years of operation. Therefore,
provided that IBD events with a missing positron are
sufficiently rare, neutron capture on C would constitute
a low-background search.
For 2.2 MeV energies no information is available. It is

fair to assume, however, that this rate is much larger,
especially due to low-energy environmental gammas. For
instance, the backgrounds at KamLAND increased by 2 to
3 orders of magnitude below Evis < 3 MeV, mostly due to
radioactivity inside the detector [79,80]. Therefore, a
detailed evaluation of the radiopurity of the detector is
necessary to obtain a realistic prediction for backgrounds in
the low-energy region. We proceed, however, noting that by
exploiting the characteristic waveform of the signal,
Borexino was able to achieve very low neutron rates at
2.2 MeV, with less than 57 events in 485 days for 533 t of
LS [81].
In summary, we find two possibilities for a LS detector:

neutron capture on C with Eγ ¼ 4.95 MeV and an esti-
mated background of 32 events, and neutron capture on H
with backgrounds that are expected to be larger, mostly
driven by environmental factors. A more detailed evalu-
ation of radiogenic backgrounds at around 2.2 MeV would
help confirm if a search for neutron capture on H is at all
competitive. We conclude emphasizing that, by virtue of
Eq. (9), it is possible to interpret our constraints in the H
case as an estimate for a Gd-doped detector, where back-
grounds would be much smaller.

2. Sensitivity

Having discussed some of the channels of interest, we
now discuss the resulting sensitivity of IsoDAR@Yemilab
to the n − n0 mixing angle. We draw two curves: a
pessimistic sensitivity based on neutron capture on C only,
and an optimistic sensitivity based on neutron capture on H.
In both cases we require Γdet

n ¼ 10 events=yr. While this is
realistic for the former scenario, it may seem too strong of a
requirement for capture on H. This is justified, however, if
the detector is doped with Gd 0.1% concentration. In this
case, the capture rate is as large as the one in hydrogen, and
backgrounds can be kept at or under the levels of those of
capture on C.
The resulting sensitivities in ϵnn0 as a function of δm are

shown in Fig. 2 for both δm > 0 and δm < 0. The band
corresponds to the difference between optimistic and

pessimistic sensitivities. We cut off the δm > 0 curves at
0.03 eVas that is the kinetic energy down to which neutrons
are refrigerated by scatters in the shielding; above this mass
splitting, n → n0 conversions are kinematically forbidden
for thermal neutrons. The dips in the curves correspond to
resonances at the Fermi pseudopotential, with VF ¼
116 neV (17 neV) for the Li-Be sleeve (liquid scintillator).
Up to background considerations, the corresponding sen-
sitivities for IsoDAR@KamLAND would not be all that
different; with a 0.897 kt fiducial mass of liquid scintillator
and a detector center located 16.1 m from the target, the
event rates are ∼1.15 times smaller. As the rate ∝ ϵ4nn0 , this
results in a reach in ϵnn0 only 1.03 times weaker than shown
for IsoDAR@Yemilab in Fig. 2.
Although producing significantly more neutrons per

second than IsoDAR, STEREO’s search was limited by
backgrounds from cosmogenic neutrons. Thanks to
IsoDAR’s placement deep underground, this background
can be effectively mitigated and one can improve the
sensitivity to ϵnn0 by 1–2 orders of magnitude, as seen in
Fig. 2.

B. UCN disappearance

The fact that significant losses of ultracold neutrons from
their traps have not been observed can be exploited to place
limits on n → n0 conversions since the feebly interacting n0
can escape through the walls. References [33,44–48,83]
report results on searches for neutron disappearance as a
function of a mirror magnetic field B0 under the assumption
of δm ¼ 0. As discussed, we can reinterpret these for the
case of a nonzero δm to set upper limits on the plane of ϵnn0
versus δm. Herewe describe our procedure for reinterpreting
these limits.
First, we note that typical UCN facilities confine

neutrons to below a kinetic energy KEmax ¼ 300 neV
[84], corresponding to the optical potential of the trap
material. This corresponds to a time of flight tf≲Oð10−2 sÞ
for meter-scale traps [48]. The UCNs receive an additional
effective mass of jΔEj ≃ 10−12 eV ≃ 1500 Hz sourced by
an externally applied field.
Thus for jΔE − δmj ≫ t−1f we are in the “fast oscilla-

tion” regime, so that in Eq. (2) we can set the second
squared sine to 1=2, giving

Pnn0 →
ts
tf

2ϵ2nn0

4ϵ2nn0 þ ðδm − ΔEÞ2 ; ð10Þ

where ts is the storage time in UCN traps. Conversely, for
jΔE − δmj ≪ t−1f (in the limit ϵnn0 ≪ t−1f , which will
shortly be seen to be true), we are in the “slow oscillation”
regime and we get

Pnn0 → ϵ2nn0 tstf: ð11Þ
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Therefore, we get a finite probability on resonance
(δm ¼ ΔE) that depends on the parametric splitting
between the mass eigenstates, ϵnn0 .
Having discussed the two limiting cases of n − n0

oscillations in UCN experiments, we proceed to reinterpret
two separate measurements as constraints on ϵnn0 .

1. The ratio method—EB

Motivated by the suggestions in Ref. [85], the neutron
electron dipole moment (nEDM) collaboration at PSI has
performed a search for an anomalous disappearance of
unpolarized UCNs [48]. The search was based on the count
rate of neutrons in setups with and without magnetic fields
applied. By comparing these rates under different magnetic
fields, they placed limits on models with mirror magnetic
fields. These limits exclude various positive results reported
in the literature [44,83,86,87].

The collaboration also set a 95% C.L. limit τnn0 ¼
1=ϵnn0 > 352 s on the disappearance of n under the
assumption of ΔE ¼ 0 (no mirror magnetic fields), which
holds for the case δm ¼ 0. This translates to a limit on the
transition amplitude for the two different applied magnetic
fields (B ¼ 10 μT and B ¼ 20 μT):

ϵ95%;δm¼0
nn0 < 1.87 × 10−18 eV: ð12Þ

The constraint above is derived using the ratio method,
where the following observable is defined:

1þ EB ¼ 2n0
nB þ n−B

¼ 2e−msPB¼0

nn0

e−msPB
nn0 þ e−msP−B

nn0
; ð13Þ

with ni the number of neutrons counted after a storage time
ts in a setup with an applied magnetic field i. The last

FIG. 2. Limits on the neutron-dark neutron transition amplitude ϵnn0 as a function of the absolute mass splitting jδmj. The solid
(dashed) curves correspond to δm > 0 (δm < 0), and labels marked with a star correspond to limits derived in this work. Left: we show
the 10 events/year sensitivity of the near-future IsoDAR experiment at YemiLAB as a black band. The top curve corresponds to the
pessimistic scenario (capture on C only) while the bottom curve corresponds to the optimistic one (capture on H or 0.1% Gd). The recent
limits posed by the STEREO experiment are shown as cyan regions, which can be improved by IsoDAR by 1 to 2 orders of magnitude.
These probes are complemented at small mass splittings by constraints from the nonobservation of disappearance of ultracold neutrons
(UCN) from their traps. In magenta we show our reinterpretation of a search at PSI [48] and in yellow our limit derived from the neutron
lifetime measurement at UCNτ [33]. Also shown are recently derived limits from overheating of neutron stars [red region] and a bound
by Goldman et al. using pulsar rotation periods [gray dot-dashed line] (see also [82] for interesting caveats). Right: limits for the case of
the dark neutron constituting the Galactic dark matter [purple regions]. The upper bound comes from the nonobservation of extra
neutrons in the measurement of the solar boron-8 neutrino flux at SNO and in a search for exotic decays of carbon at Borexino. The
lower bound comes from demanding that the lifetime of the dark neutron exceeds the age of the Universe. Also shown are limits from
CMB observables on the decay n0 → peν. The gray region in the background is the combination of limits shown on the left panel See the
text for further details.
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equality shows the relevant expression for B0 ¼ 0, where
ms ¼ ts=htfi is the average number of bounces off the
wall. Here we assume ts ¼ 380 s and htfi ¼ 0.085 s. The
searches use three B-field configurations: B ¼ 0, �10 μT,
�20 μT. The last configuration provides the strongest
limits, so we proceed to assume jBj ¼ 20 μT.
In the limit of small transition probabilities msPnn0 ,

which will be the case for the parameter space of interest,
we can rewrite EB as

EB ≃ −ms

�
PB¼0
nn0 −

PB
nn0 þ P−B

nn0

2

�
; ð14Þ

which for δm → 0 is the relevant expression for the
constraint in Eq. (12). By virtue of the large time of flight
of the neutrons in the experiment (ΔE ≪ tf) and assuming
htfi ≃ tf ¼ 0.085 s, in the slow-oscillation regime we have

EB ≃ −mst2fϵ
2
nn0 ; ð15Þ

which together with Eq. (12) gives the limit on the
observable EnEDM

B < 2.6 × 10−4 at 95% C.L. With
Eq. (14), this allows us to set the constraints across the
relevant plane of ϵnn0 versus δm using the oscillation
probability in Eq. (2). The resulting limits are shown as
the magenta region in Fig. 2 at 95% C.L.; the two peaks
correspond to the resonances at the Zeeman energies. For
large mass splittings, we get

ϵnn0 < 2.6 × 10−11
�

δm
1 neV

�
2
�
1.2 peV
ΔE

��
EB

2.6 × 10−4

�
:

ð16Þ

We now describe the scaling behavior of the observable
EB at large mass splittings. For ϵ;ΔE ≪ δm, the first
nonzero term in the expansion of Eq. (14) gives

EB ≃ −6ms
ϵ2nn0 jΔEj2

δm4
: ð17Þ

Therefore, the limits on ϵ at large mass splittings should
scale as δm2 and have a much steeper slope than other
limits shown in this paper, which at large δm are effectively
limits on θ ¼ ϵnn0=δm.

2. The lifetime method—τn
Another measurement that is sensitive to additional n

disappearance in UCN experiments is that of the neutron
lifetime, using the bottle method. In this case, the observ-
able is simply the rate of disappearing neutrons, which is
translated as a measurement of the neutron lifetime. In the
presence of n − n0 oscillations, however, the experimental
observable is instead

ðτexpn Þ−1 ¼ ΓSM
n decay þ Γnn0 ; ð18Þ

where, on the right-hand side, the first term is just the neutron
decay rate in the SM and the second the rate of n → n0
transition in the experiment. We can then translate the
measurement of the lifetime into constraints on ϵ and δm.
For instance, at very large mass splittings (ΔE; t−1f ≪ δm),
the transition rate is simply Γnn0 ¼ 2ϵ2nn0=tfδm

2, and the
latest and most precise measurement of the neutron lifetime
with UCN by the UCNτ [33], τUCNτn ¼ ð877.75� 0.36Þ s,
together with the SM prediction τSMn ¼ ð878.7� 0.6Þ s,
provides a 95% C.L. limit on the mixing parameter,

ϵ95%C:L: < 6.6 × 10−13 eV

�
δm

1 neV

��
tf

0.1 s

�1
2

: ð19Þ

When ΔE is comparable to the vacuum mass splitting, the
transition may be resonantly enhanced, and the above
formula no longer holds. Similarly, when jδmj ≪ ΔE, the
transition probability is no longer dependent on δm, and
the constraint on ϵnn0 saturates. Our full limit is shown as the
yellow line in Fig. 2, and it shows that this saturation happens
in a region already excluded by the ratio method, discussed
above.Nevertheless, as alluded to above, the lifetimemethod
dominates the constraint at large mass splittings due to its
softer dependence on δm. The solid (dashed) curve depicts
δm > 0ðδm < 0Þ. The δm > 0 curve is cut off at δm ¼
KEmax as n → n0 conversions are kinematically forbidden
beyond that.No such cutoff exists for the δm < 0 case,where
downscatters are kinematically always allowed.

C. Dark neutrons as dark matter: Absorption signals

Dark neutrons were likely in chemical equilibrium with
SM states in the early Universe and can be expected to have
primordial abundances comparable to that of standard
baryons [16]. If cosmologically long lived, they could
then constitute the dark matter of the Universe. We call this
scenario dark neutron dark matter (DNDM).
We can probe this scenario by detection of excess

neutrons via n0 → n conversion of the DNDM flux.
Reference [4] estimated future sensitivities at neutrino
and dark matter experiments using nuclear capture signals.
Here we show that extensive limits on DNDM may be
already placed by considering past measurements at SNO
and Borexino.
Taking the local DM density ρ⊙ ¼ 0.3 GeV=cm3 and

average speed vχ ¼ 270 km=s [88], the mean DM flux
Φχ ¼ ðρ⊙=mn0 Þvχ ¼ 8.6 × 106=cm2=s. For keV kinetic
energies, the neutron-proton scattering cross section
σnp ¼ 4 b [89], thus the rate per proton with which
neutrons would be detected from the DNDM flux is

Rn0=p ¼ Φχ × θ2σnp ¼ θ2 × 3.5 × 10−17 s−1: ð20Þ
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We compare this rate with the measured rate of single
neutrons in underground neutrino detectors.
a. Single neutrons at SNO.—We first consider the total

number of neutrons produced by 8B solar neutrinos
in νD → νnp, as measured by SNO [90]. In particular,
we use the fact that the ν flux measured by SNO,
≃ð5.21� 0.67Þ × 106=cm2=s, is in agreement with predic-
tions. Taking the NC cross sections at the relevant energies
from Ref. [91], and the 8B νx fluxes from Ref. [92], we get
the rate per deuteron (equivalent to the number of neutrons
produced per deuteron) as

Rν=D ¼ 2.2 × 10−36 s−1: ð21Þ

We then demand that not more than 25% (approximately a
95% C.L. constraint) of these SNO neutrons are sourced by
our regeneration mechanism, i.e. Rn0=p ≤ 0.25Rν=D, using
VF ¼ 166 neV for heavy water when computing the in-
medium mixing angle.
b. Single neutrons at Borexino.—Another experiment

we consider is Borexino. In particular, a search for “Pauli
Exclusion Principle violation” in 12C → 11C̃þ n transitions
was performed by counting the 2.2 MeV photons produced
via neutron capture on H [81]. Using a fiducial mass of
100 tonnes, a 90% C.L. of <57 signal events was obtained
in this channel. This can be compared to Eq. (20) to set
limits, where now VF ¼ 17 neV for pseudocumene LS.
Both the SNO and Borexino measurements result in the

upper limits on ϵnn0 versus δm shown in Fig. 2 (right panel).
Also shown in the gray background is the combined region
excluded by other probes as displayed on the left panel. The
solid (dashed) curve corresponds to δm > 0 (δm < 0). The
lower limits (i.e., the ceiling of the exclusion region) are set

by requiring that dark neutrons do not decay via the beta
channel n0 → peν within the age of the Universe:

τn0 ≥ τU ¼ 13.7 Gyr; ð22Þ

with the decay rate1 given by [16]

τ−1n0 ¼ 1

12 Gyr

�
ϵnn0=δm
5 × 10−8

�
2

; ð23Þ

where we have assumed that the n − n0 mass splitting is
small compared to the Q value of neutron beta decay of
782 keV.
We have also displayed in Fig. 2 (right panel) the region

that would be excluded by cosmic microwave background
(CMB) observations of the reionization history, impacted
by the injection of electromagnetic energy from the final
state electron in n0 decay following the recombination
epoch. This limit applies for n0 lifetimes in the range
1012 s ≲ τn0 ≲ 1026 s [93,94]; see Ref. [16] for further
details.
We see that in the DNDM scenario we are able to probe

parameter space that is complementary to the regions
constrained in the previous two subsections. In particular,
we can limit (a) ϵnn0 up to 3 orders of magnitude smaller
than STEREO and IsoDAR, due to the detection rate being
proportional now only to two powers of the mixing angle as
opposed to four, and (b) δm ≫ 0.03 eV as, unlike in the
case of searches initiated by n → n0 conversions, keV dark

TABLE I. Summary of the exclusion limits imposed by experiments discussed in this work. Bold entries represent future projections.
Experimental limits are quoted at the 95% C.L. level, except for Borexino, which are 90% C.L. The IsoDAR projection corresponds to
10 events/year. Here, ΔE is the effective mass contribution to the neutron from some potential sourced by the scattering medium or
ambient magnetic fields; see Eq. (1). Limits are quoted on the in-vacuum mixing angle (θvac ¼ ϵnn0=δm for δm ≫ ΔE).

Type Experiment ΔE (eV) Limit on θvac ≡ θ ðΔE ¼ 0Þ
Shining through a wall MARS @ SNS [97] ∼10−8 6.3 × 10−5

MURMUR [98] ∼10−8–10−7 1.4 × 10−5

STEREO [52] ∼10−8–10−7 3.9 × 10−6

IBR-2 [99] ∼10−8 9.3 × 10−5

IsoDAR@YemiLAB [50,51] ∼10−8 1.3 × 10−6 (capture on H)
4.0 × 10−7 (capture on C)

Ultracold neutron disappearance nEDM [48] ∼� 10−12 1.8 × 10−6

Resonant neutron regeneration SNS Broussard et al. [49] ½1; 10� × 10−5
a

HFIR [100,101] ϵnn0 < 4.4×10−17 eVb

Atmospheric neutrons SNO [90] 10−12 5.9 × 10−4

Borexino [81] 6.0 × 10−4

Dark neutron dark matter SNO [90] 1.7 × 10−7 2.7 × 10−10

(nuclear absorption) Borexino [81] 1.7 × 10−8 3.3 × 10−10

aValid in the range δm ¼ ½50; 400� neV.
bNo information available for the δm ≫ ΔE regime.

1For δm > 0 the decay channel n0 → nγ is also open. However,
this is subdominant to n0 → peν for δm < 3 eV.
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neutrons are not kinematically limited by in-medium
thermalization of neutrons.
We also note that the DM can be comprised of anti-n0

particles. In that case, their scattering on nuclei would lead to
the appearance of antineutrons, which subsequently annihi-
late with neutrons and deposit ∼2 GeV energy in detectors.
The signature of such DM will be very similar to the
dinucleon decay signal tightly constrained by the Super-
Kamiokande collaboration [95]. Reference [96] determined
that ∼106 signal events would be registered in the multipion
channel post kinematic cuts for a benchmark θ ¼ 6 × 10−11.
About 20 background events are expected in this region, thus
this translates to a limit of θ ≲ 4 × 10−12 eV, which is more
than an order of magnitude stronger than the SNO limit on n0
DM (see Table I). This is not surprising given the spectacular
signature of dinucleon decay at Super-K resulting in greater
energy deposition and fewer backgrounds than nuclear
capture at SNO. Moreover, the CMB limits will also be
correspondingly stronger, as the energy injection will be
Oð103Þ times larger compared to the beta decay of n0.

III. OTHER PROBES

In this section, we discuss a few more probes of dark
neutrons. As we shall see, these are not as sensitive as the
probes described in the previous section, but they still
provide a significant amount of neutrons that may be
leveraged with future experimental progress. In addition,
they may also be relevant for dark baryon models that are
more complicated than the one considered here. In Table I
we enumerate these strategies alongside those discussed
above and, to facilitate comparison, show their reaches in
vacuum mixing angle, θvac ¼ θðΔE ¼ 0Þ ≃ ϵnn0=δm.

A. Surface neutron sources

1. Reactors

Recently, new limits on n − n0 mixing were placed by the
STEREO experiment [52] at the Institut Laue-Langevin
(ILL) research reactor in France. This neutron-shining-
through-a-wall search was originally proposed in
Ref. [102] and improved on previous limits by the
MURMUR experiment [98,103], located at BR2 nuclear
reactor in Belgium. STEREO searched for neutrons sourced
by the ILL reactor converting to dark neutrons via thermal-
izing scatters in the surrounding heavy water, and sub-
sequently reappearing inside the liquid scintillator detector
modules about 10 m away. The search is limited by
atmospheric backgrounds, which can be subtracted by a
measurement of the neutron rates during the reactor-off
periods.
We note that Ref. [52] shows limits for up to

δm ¼ 104 eV. However, most neutrons at the STEREO
source should thermalize down to room temperatures in the
D2O shielding, analogous to the thermalization of IsoDAR

neutrons in the surrounding sleeve and shielding described
above. This would result in an analogous cutoff in δm on the
limits;we have drawn avertical cyan line at δm ¼ 0.03 eV to
roughly indicate what we believe is the boundary of validity
of STEREO’s limits. The STEREO andMURMUR limits in
the vacuum case are shown in Table I.

2. ORNL Spallation Neutron Source

At the Spallation Neutron Source (SNS) at the Oak Ridge
National Laboratory (ORNL), neutrons are produced by a
1 GeV proton beam impinging on a Hg target. The beam
current is I ¼ 1 mA with a repetition rate of 60 Hz,
corresponding to 1.04 × 1014 protons per pulse. The esti-
mated neutron rate is around 1.5 × 1017 neutrons per second
assuming 25 neutrons are produced for every proton. These
neutrons can serve as a n0 source for the neutrino and neutron
detectors used by the COHERENT collaboration [104,105].
In particular,MARS [97], a neutron detector, was located at a
distance of 19.5 m away from the target and was used to
understand the flux of fast neutrons at the location of the
neutrino alley, where coherent neutrino-nucleus scattering
experiments are located.
The neutrino alley is located in a basement with a depth

of 8 mwe, which provides even less shielding against
cosmic ray backgrounds than STEREO’s location. This
source, however, benefits from the pulsed nature of the
beam, allowing for the further reduction of cosmic back-
grounds by looking for signals in coincidence with the
narrow beam pulses.
The measurement in MARS was performed using a

double-hit signature of an elastic neutron scattering on
hydrogen followed by a delayed capture on Gd. The flux of
prompt neutrons, defined as t < 2 μs from the beginning of
the beam pulse, was measured for neutrons in the energy
range of 3.5 MeV to a few tens of MeV. The final
measurement was quoted in terms of a neutron flux,
Φn ¼ 1.20� 0.56 neutrons=m2=MWh. This quantity can
be used to place a limit on neutrons shining through a wall
by demanding that the rate of n → n0 → n conversion does
not exceed the observed rate. As an approximation, we
neglect multiple scattering at the production and assume all
neutrons produced to be within the relevant energy range
used in the measurement. The resulting limit on the vacuum
mixing angle θvac is then

θvac < 6.3 × 10−5; ð24Þ

at 95% C.L. assuming an integrated power of 7000 GWh
per year.
It is also possible to derive limits using delayed thermal

neutrons. This would benefit from the increased number of
neutron collisions around the target and from the efficacy of
the shielding against the thermal visible neutrons. However,
the cosmogenic backgrounds would increase, and the rate
of observable double-hit events would be more suppressed.
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3. J-PARC Spallation Neutron Source

The J-PARC Spallation Neutron Source (JSNS) is the
second most intense neutron source in the world. Neutrons
are obtained from a 3 GeV proton beam from the Rapid
Cycle Synchrotron at J-PARC that strike a Hg target.
The beam has 1 MW power and comes in pulses of
8 × 1013 protons=μs at a 25 Hz frequency. Extrapolating
the neutron multiplicity due to the spallation processes up
toEp ¼ 3 GeV energies, we find a rate of≲50 neutrons per
proton. Overall, we estimate that JSNS produces approx-
imately 1.5 × 1017 neutrons per second.
The J-PARC Sterile Neutrino Search at JSNS (JSNS2)

experiment [106] is currently operational and expects to
collect several tens of thousands of IBD events in the best-fit
regions of the sterile-neutrino interpretation of the liquid
scintillator neutrino detector results in the course of 3 years of
operation. The detector [107] is located 24 m away from the
Hg target (see also future plans for a second detector [108]),
and consists of a cylindrical volume containing a gamma
catcher and avetovolume on the outermost layerswith 31 t of
LS (no Gd), and a neutrino target with 17 tons of Gd-loaded
LS in the innermost volume. The IBD neutrons are captured
by Gd after ∼30 μs, yielding an ∼8 MeV photon, to be
compared with the 200 μs-delayed photons with∼2.2 MeV
energy from capture onH. The former is a preferred signal as
the background of beam-related gammas are expected to be
too severe up to energies of 2.6 MeV [109].
Single hit events, both prompt and delayed, are copious

in the detector and are produced by cosmic rays as well as
beam-related photons. The rate for a 25 t detector was
found to be ∼5.2 × 105 events=9 μs, quoted for the dura-
tion of the “prompt” signal region. This rate assumes a
particle identification rejection larger than 100 to differ-
entiate photons from neutrons, yielding more than 107

events in the prompt window. Although there are tech-
niques that can be explored to reduce the number of
backgrounds, such as using the pulsed nature of the beam
to reject beam-related backgrounds and reducing the
detector volume to shield against fast neutrons, cosmic-
induced neutrons provide a continuous source of back-
grounds that cannot be avoided. A subtraction technique
similar to the one employed by STEREO [52] could be
explored. We encourage the collaboration to pursue further
studies in this direction.
In addition to JSNS and SNS, the European Spallation

Source will be well poised to make progress in this field
given that its neutron fluence is expected to surpass that of
both SNS and JSNS [110].

4. IBR-2 neutron pulse reactor

The long-running IBR-2 reactor at Dubna is the world’s
most intense source of pulsed neutrons.2 Sourced by 92 kg

of PuO2 of density 11.5 g=cm3, its in situ flux is
1016 n=cm2=s [112], from which we get its intensity as
4 × 1016 n=s. The total neutron flux over an energy range
of 10−6 − 10 MeV was measured at a distance of 0.9 m as
0.58 n=cm2=s [99]. Requiring this flux to be below that
from n → n0 → n, we obtain a bound on the vacuum
mixing angle

θvac < 9.3 × 10−5: ð25Þ

B. Atmospheric neutrons shining through the ground

Neutrons produced in the collisions of cosmic rays with
atmospheric nuclei undergo several nuclear scatters before
thermalizing down to nonrelativistic speeds. Operating in
the interaction basis, these scatters serve as measurements
of the interaction eigenstate during which n → n0 conver-
sions can occur. For small mixing angles, the n0 flux
produced is unlikely to scatter further, could go through the
Earth’s solid rock, and arrive at an underground detector,
where it could regenerate as neutrons that may be detected.
This process is similar in some respects to the one described
in Sec. II C, with two important differences: the event rate
now goes as four powers of the mixing versus two, due to
two extra powers in the rate of n0 production, and the
average n0 energy is expected to be OðeVÞ, much lower
than the keV energy of DNDM.
We will estimate the sensitivity of this probe at SNO and

Borexino as in Sec. II C. To that end, we first take the
atmospheric neutron flux from Ref. [113], which we denote
by Φatm

n . Next, in Eq. (2) we set t=tf (the number of elastic
scatters at the top of the atmosphere before the neutron gets
absorbed) to 100, roughly the ratio of scattering vs
absorption cross sections of the average nuclide in the
atmosphere. We then make a simplification by recognizing
that the Zeeman splitting due to the Earth’s magnetic field,
ΔEB⊕

¼ 3 × 10−12 eV, is much greater than the Fermi
pseudopotential of air at the top of the atmosphere
(ΔEair ¼ 10−17 eV), where the neutron flux is highest.
Thus we set ΔE ¼ ΔEB⊕

in Eq. (2).
The dark neutron flux is now Pnn0Φatm

n . The neutron
appearance rate at SNO and Borexino can now be com-
puted as done in Sec. II C, from which we obtain the limit
θvac ≲ 6 × 10−4 for δm ≫ ΔE.

C. Resonant cold neutron regeneration

In more controlled environments, like in cold neutron
beams, a neutron-shinning-through-a-wall experiment can
be carried out with the help of magnetic fields. By adjusting
the spatial configuration of the magnetic field, one can
arrange for n → n0 as well as n0 → n transitions to occur as
neutrons and dark neutron beam passes through a series of
resonances. Depending on the geometry, magnetic fields,
and wavelength of the neutrons, this can drive neutrons to

2This is despite SNS’ claim in the Guinness Book of World
Records [111].
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shine through walls. Most recently, this was explored at the
SNS with a cold neutron beam passing through a 4.6 T
magnetic field [49]. Because of the resonant nature of the
signal, the constraints obtained are valid only within a
specific range of δm. The range of the cold neutron limits
are quoted in Table I, applicable only to the δm range of 20
to 400 neV.
A similar experiment can also be carried out at ORNL

using theHighFlux IsotopeReactor (HFIR),which produces
even more neutrons than the spallation source. The original
proposals inRefs. [100,101] quote a best sensitivity of ϵnn0 >
4.4 × 10−17 eV in the degenerate region, δm ≪ ΔE. We
refrain from translating this sensitivity to θvac since this
would depend on the specifics of the experimental apparatus,
but note that it should improve upon the SNS limits above
due to the larger neutron intensity.

IV. DISCUSSION

We have shown that the near-future IsoDAR@Yemilab
setup is highly suitable for a neutron-shining-through-a-
wall search for dark neutrons resulting in the sensitivities in
Fig. 2. These sensitivities complement limits from NS
heating and UCN disappearance. While the NS limits are
stronger at low δm, it is desirable to probe this parameter
space in laboratory conditions as NS temperature measure-
ments come with specific assumptions on nuclear astro-
physics and astronomical uncertainties. The NS heating
band in Fig. 2 is limited from below by the rate at which
n → n0 conversions overheat neutron stars. In addition, as
recently pointed out in Ref. [82], in well-motivated mirror
sectors with kinetic mixing between the mirror and SM
photon, there are new mechanisms for heat dispersion
inside the NS and the limits shown in Fig. 2 are weakened.
UCN experiments are uniquely poised to test this region for
small δm due to their small ΔE arising from magnetic
fields, and disappearance rates that scale only as two
powers of ϵnn0 . The NS heating band is also limited from
above by the suppression of n → n0 conversion within the
lifetime of the youngest NS observed due to saturation of
the n0 Fermi sea [53]; IsoDAR is already seen to probe
higher ϵnn0 for δm > 10−3 eV. IsoDAR is also seen to
outperform UCN disappearance searches across a vast
range of δm, simply because the population of UCNs in
traps cannot compete with the high intensity of neutrons
produced in accelerator/cyclotron setups.
One of themain goals of the IsoDAR proposal is the study

of sterile neutrinos, which can be viewed as an example of a
broader perspective of dark sector physics [114]. Application
of the IsoDAR experiment to the search of dark neutrons
represents another way this experiment can contribute to the
studies of dark sectors.Other applications,which areyet to be
studied in the IsoDAR setup, may include the production of
exotic unstable particles via nuclear reactions [115] and
production of light dark matter with its subsequent inter-
action in a neutrino detector [116].

Finally, we comment on the implications of our results
on ultraviolet physics. A natural UV completion of our
setup with sub-eV mass splittings is a mirror sector of the
SM giving rise to a dark neutron n0 mixing with the SM
neutron via the dimension-9 operator

L ⊃
1

Λ5
uddu0d0d0 þ H:c:

→
ð4πf3πÞ2

Λ5
nn0 þ H:c:

¼ 10−10 eV
�
TeV
Λ

�
5

nn0 þ H:c:; ð26Þ

where we have used naive dimensional analysis in moving
to the effective Lagrangian at the hadronic level in agree-
ment with lattice computations [117,118]. This higher
dimensional operator arises from renormalizable couplings
involving new states—for instance, a color triplet R-parity-
violating squark (or anti-diquark) φ and a SM singlet χ with
couplings toquarks andmirror quarks of the formdð0Þχφ� and
uð0Þdð0Þφ (see, e.g., [5,119,120] for possible UV comple-
tions). Necessarily, some of these new states, like φ, carry
QCD charge and can be produced at hadron colliders like the
LHC. As we can see in Eq. (26), putting these new states at
the TeV scale, the rough LHC limit on new QCD-charged
particles, can easily lead to a mixing amplitude ϵnn0 of about
10−10 eV.Obtaining largermixing amplitudes that are above
the neutron star cooling limits is possible if the SM-singlet
states integrated out to get (26) are pushed down to the GeV
scale, i.e. mχ ≪ mφ, increasing ϵnn0 by ∼103 or more. Thus
much of the parameter space we propose to probe can
arise in plausible UV completions leading to the effective
Hamiltonian in (1) that we study.
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APPENDIX: TRANSITION PROBABILITIES

In this Appendix we derive the n − n0 transition prob-
abilities for a simplified potential. We discuss the proba-
bility scaling with the n − n0 mass splitting δm, and the
limiting cases of UCNs and fast neutrons.

1. Two states in a bottle

We start with neutrons inside a stationary, magnetic, and
spherical “bottle,” either magnetic or mechanical. The time-
independent Hamiltonian of the system in the interaction
basis, ðn; n0ÞT , is

H ¼
�

p2

2mn
þmn

�
× 1þ

�ΔE ϵnn0

ϵnn0 δm

�
þ
�
Vðx⃗Þ 0

0 0

�
:

ðA1Þ

The interaction between the neutron n and the reflective
walls is parametrized by the potential energy V0, approxi-
mated as a sharp transition at a radius r ¼ R,

Vðx⃗Þ ¼ VðrÞ ¼ V0Θðr − RÞ: ðA2Þ

In principle, an additional contribution to the self-energy of
the two neutrons can arise from residual magnetic fields in
the ordinary or mirror worlds, parametrized by ΔE. The
rotation to the mass basis can be performed with the mixing
angle

tan 2θðrÞ ¼ 2ϵnn0

δm − ΔE − VðrÞ ; ðA3Þ

where we keep the radial dependence of the potential
explicit and define the mixing angle inside the bottle as
tan 2θ0 ≡ 2ϵnn0=ðδm − ΔEÞ. The vacuum mass basis,
VðrÞ ¼ 0, is a convenient one, and the Hamiltonian
becomes

Hm ¼
�

p2

2mn
þmn þ ΔE

�
× 1

þ δm − ΔE
cos 2θ0

�
− sin2 θ0 0

0 cos2 θ0

�

þ VðrÞ
2

�
1þ cos 2θ0 − sin 2θ0
− sin 2θ0 1 − cos 2θ0

�
: ðA4Þ

In the limit θ0 → 0, we are left with two independent states,
one of which is interacting. On the resonance, ΔE ¼ δm
(i.e., θ0 → π=4), we find two degenerate states that will
interact with the bottle walls with the same strength.

2. Neutron-mirror-neutron transitions

We are mainly interested in the transition between an
initial mostly active neutron inside the bottle to an escaping

mostly sterile neutron. In particle collisions, the transition
of a neutron to a more massive final state is endothermic,
and ought to be suppressed; it will eventually shut off due
to energy conservation. On the other hand, if it transitions
to a much lighter most-sterile state, the transition is
exothermic and is unsuppressed as it is energetically
favorable. Nevertheless, UCNs in a trapping device are
not undergoing single-particle collisions. Their de Broglie
wavelength is far greater than the interatomic distance, and
it interacts with a macroscopic object, namely, the walls of
the bottle.
To understand the dependence on δm, we will neglect the

residual energy splitting, ΔE → 0. We start by expanding
the Hamitonian in Eq. (A4) in the small mixing angle θ0.
Separating the interaction Hamiltonian in powers of θ0,

Hm¼H0þH1þOðθ20Þ; with H1≡VðrÞ
�

0 −θ0
−θ0 0

�
:

ðA5Þ
Our final state free particle of momentum k⃗f is charac-

terized by the plane wave ψ s ¼ eik⃗f:r⃗. The mostly active
states inside the spherically symmetric bottle are
ψaðr;ΩÞ ¼ ψ lðr; kÞYlmðΩÞ, with YlmðΩÞ being the spheri-
cal harmonics of the angular momentum state jl; mi, and
ψ lðr; kÞ is the radial wave function for an initial momentum
k ¼ jk⃗j. We assume that the initial kinetic energy,
E ¼ k2=2mn, is small compared to the potential energy,
V0. Choosing the initial to be in the s wave, l ¼ m ¼ 0, the
centrifugal potential vanishes, and we can express the radial
dependence as

χðr; kÞ ¼ rψ lðr; kÞ ¼
ffiffiffiffi
2

R

r
×

�
sinðkrÞ; r < R;

Ae−λðk−RÞ; r > R;
ðA6Þ

where λ2 ¼ 2mnðV0 − EÞ is the decay constant and A some
normalization factor. The continuity condition for the wave
function and its derivatives yields jAj ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

E=V0

p
, which is

smaller than unity for slow neutrons. Note also that kR ≪ 1
for UCNs.
Fermi’s golden rule then gives us the transition rate,

Γ ¼ 2πjhψ sjH1jψai2δ
�
k2 − k2f
2mn

− δm

�
d3kf
ð2πÞ3 ; ðA7Þ

where the delta function ensures energy conservation. The
amplitude of transition into an outgoing s wave can be
explicitly calculated. For r > R, the transition rate is finite
and given by

Γ¼ θ20t
−1
f

k
kf

sin2ðkfRþφÞ
1−δm=V0

; sinφf ¼
1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

1þðλ=kfÞ2
q ;

ðA8Þ
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where tf ¼ R=v is the inverse time of flight of the initial
state with velocity v. As the boundary of the potential
becomes fuzzier, we can average over the radius R, and the
oscillations will be washed out, sin2ðkfRþ φÞ → 1

2
.

The result in Eq. (A8) requires some further interpreta-
tion. Let us take, for instance, the limit of an infinite
potential well, V0 → ∞ (keeping the expansion parameter
θV0 small). In that case, the wave numbers of the trapped
states are quantized, and kR ¼ Nπ, with N an integer. In
that case, the transition probability in a time t is obtained
from

Γ ≃ 2θ20t
−1
f

k
kf

sin2ðkfRÞ → Pnn0

¼ 2θ20
t
tf

sin2
�
δmtf

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1 − 2mnδm

k2

q �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1 − 2mnδm

k2

q : ðA9Þ

Identifying the energy splitting induced by the magnetic
field with μB → −δm, τ with 2tf, and L with 2R, we
recover Eq. (21) of Ref. [121] for δm ≪ V0. In the limit
δm → 0, for constant θ0, oscillations vanish. On the other
hand, for very large containers, tf is large, and oscillations
are averaged out. Note that rate is only suppressed for
endothermic reactions (large δm > 0) when kfR ≪ 1, as
otherwise they can be enhanced. The factor of k=kf in the
expression above is unusual, and we will discuss it below.

3. Scattering on an atom

Let us now consider a toy model of neutron scattering on
an atom, represented as a spherically symmetric potential,

V ¼ θV0ΘðR0 − rÞ; ðA10Þ

where R0 quantifies the range of the interaction. The cross
section can be calculated in perturbation theory to give

σ ¼ θ20m
2
nV2

0

π

kf
k

����
Z

R0

0

dr
sinðkrÞ sinðkfrÞ

kkf

����2

¼ θ20m
2
nV2

0

π

kf
k

�
k cos ðkR0Þ sin ðkfR0Þ − kf cos ðkfR0Þ sin ðkR0Þ

2kkfmnδm

�
2

: ðA11Þ

For a small-range interaction, with kR0; kfR0 ≪ 1, we
recover the geometric limit,

σ ¼ θ20R
2
0

π

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1 −

2mnδm
k2

r �
mnR2

0V0

3

�
2

: ðA12Þ

We can then conclude that short-range interactions with
small objects are indeed phase space suppressed for

endothermic (large δm) transitions. Comparing with the
expression in Eq. (A9), we see that under the similar limit
kfR ≪ 1, when the neutron wavelength is much larger than
the bottle size, we obtain a similar suppression (as we are
also justified in expanding the sine function). In the general
case, however, the proportionality to kf=k is not guaran-
teed, neither for neutron scattering on bottle walls as in
Eq. (A9) nor for scattering on an atom as in Eq. (A11).
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